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This e-book is a collection of flash fiction covering a wide range of themes, such a romance, 

drama, relationships, and dystopia. This article is intended for release in News Papers such as the 

New York Time’s review, and websites such as Kirkus. 

  



 

FOR IMMEDIAT RELEASE  

Winter park, Florida, U.S.A., May, 22, 2016 

Emerging Author Cody Ray, Published an E-book Collection of Flash Fiction About Love, 

Relationships, Dreams and Change, Through Smashwords.com.  

Cody Ray’s e-book, Cody’s Collection of Flash, is a collection of flash fiction that covers 

a wide range of topics like; love, relationships, dreams and change. The e-book can be found for 

free download from Smashwords.com any of the major e-book readers.  

The first story, “Normal Behavior”, is about a women living in an alternative version of 

the U.S.. In this Dystopian society the population is controlled through the use of “required 

pills” and things that are fun and exciting or just make you feel alive, are considered strange 

and taboo. One day the woman doesn't take her pills, and as a result she experiences fun and 

happiness. Not wanting to give them up, she forsakes the pills. For refusing to take the pills and 

breaking the society taboos, she ends up getting thrown into an insane asylum until she “feels 

normal” again.  

In the second story, “Things Between Us,” we have a couple that recently moves in 

together. However, the girlfriend’s resolve is quickly tested as her boyfriend’s dog ends up 

destroying their living room including her prized coffee table when he was chasing her cat 

around the house. This event sparks an argument between the couple that ends with the 

girlfriend deciding to try to make things work.  
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Finally, “Sunny Beaches and Diamonds,” is about a passionate couple in the 50's that 

finds that they have a talent for robbing banks and go on a robbing spree. However, not 

everything goes as planned. Relaxing in their motel room after what was to be their last heist, 

the cops finally catch up to them. Not wanting to give up their dreams, they decide to make a 

getaway which results in their tragic demises. 

The Author Cody Ray, has an associate’s degree in the teaching of social sciences and is 

currently working toward his B.F.A. in Creative Writing for Entertainment at Full Sail University. 

When not attending classes, he spends his time reading and making up new worlds and thinking 

up the adventures that take place in them. 

Smashwords, the company that Cody trusted his work to, is an organization that 

publishes and distributes e-books to all other major retailers simultaneously, so authors only 

have to do it once instead of doing multiple times. Smashwords also converts and offers the e-

books in plethora of formats so it is readily available and easily obtainable for all people to 

enjoy.  
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Link to E-book: 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/638264  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/638264

